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GOOGLE MAPS WILL SOON DIRECT YOU TO LOW
CARBON FOOTPRINT ROUTES

Relevant for: Environment | Topic: Environmental Conservation, Sustainable Development, and EIA

Google Maps will soon direct you to low carbon footprint routes.   | Photo Credit: Special
Arrangement

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Google Maps will start directing users to the route with the lowest carbon footprint when it has
the same estimated time of arrival as the fastest route.

Using insights from the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Lab, the tech
giant is building a new route model based on factors like road incline and traffic congestion.

Where the eco-friendly route increases ETA, Maps will let users compare the relation carbon
impact between routes. The feature will launch in the US on Android and iOS later this year.

For cities with established low emission zones, Google is working on alerts to help drivers know
when they navigate through these zones so that they can switch to an alternative mode of
transportation in case their personal vehicle is not allowed.

The low emission zone alerts will launch this June in Germany, the Netherlands, France, Spain
and the UK.

Google is also launching a new feature that will let users compare destination times between
different modes of transportation. Through automation, Maps will automatically prioritize
preferred modes and boost modes that are popular in the city.

This feature will roll out globally in the coming months.

To get a sense of air quality, Google will add new weather layer that will show current and
forecast temperature, and weather conditions in an area. The feature powered by data from The
Weather Company, AirNow.gov and the Central Pollution board will be available for users in
India, Australia, and the US.
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Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
phones in the quarter, giving it global market share of 23.4%.

A contest among Wyoming schoolchildren will decide the new supercomputer's name.
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